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Fdbget.exe is a little tool to retrieve entries from the forwarding database of switches. It gives you a table of MAC to interface
number. If you are looking for a specific MAC on a switch then simply enter the MAC or part of it into the search field
(without regular expressions). The table results and search results are exported to separate files. Copyright (C) 2007 Starwalk
Soft, This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License
as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This
program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty
of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more
details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free
Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. Translated with www.transifex.net and updog-l18n
from www.updog.de, translated with updog-l18n from updog-l18n. This is an updog translatable project. It is based on
www.updog.de and updog-l18n. Please see updog-l18n for more information about updog-l18n. What does it do and how does it
work? Simply enter the IP address of your switch and its SNMP read community in the fields and press the Retrieve Table
button to get the list. If it fails you will be told. Fdbget.exe is a little tool to retrieve entries from the forwarding database of
switches. It gives you a table of MAC to interface number. If you are looking for a specific MAC on a switch then simply enter
the MAC or part of it into the search field (without regular expressions). The table results and search results are exported to
separate files. What's New in This Release: - added save list function - added direct links to product homepage and mailto
author - added program start with parameters (was feature request) - minor optical changes FDBGet Description: Fdbget

FDBGet PC/Windows

Are you are looking for a MAC address in your forwarded database? or in a table you have in another application? The
Keymacro application will help you to find the MAC address directly on the front panel or in a table. Keymacro is a simple tool
to find MAC addresses in forwarding tables. Simply type the MAC address or part of it and press the Retrieve button.
Keymacro will find the MAC address (you can also enter the IP address of a switch for a specific MAC address). The resulting
table contains the interface number, the MAC address and the state (if the MAC address is up or down). Keymacro is developed
and maintained by Zenta AG. Application Features: - find MAC address in forwarding database or table - find MAC address
from IP address of a switch - result table with interface number, MAC address and state - default MAC address can be set per
interface - display of up/down MAC - button to delete result - export to text, CSV, XML and CSV - save list function - search
field with search string, wildcards, * (zero or more matches) - search results - program start with parameters (was feature
request) - optical changes (new icons, menu items and top bar color) System Requirements: - Windows 7, Windows Vista,
Windows XP SP3 (32 bit) -.NET Framework 2.0 License: Please refer to the included license.txt file for a detailed description
of the usage. Limitations: - This is a personal project by the author and he does not give any warranty or other kind of support to
this product. - Use for corporate, military or other non-commercial purposes is strictly prohibited. - Since the source code of
this project is available it is free to use (as long as you want to use it). But no royalty fee is required. Slideshow Maker -
Slideshow Maker for Windows - Easy SlideShow Creator that is easy to use, attractive and professional. It can make slide show
easily and quickly. It supports transition effects between images, apply frames around the images, slide show titles, choose
image alignment, background music and much more. There is no need to be a professional computer programmer to use it. The
results will be just excellent! Slideshow Maker includes: 1. - Easy SlideShow Creator. - Supports background music and sound
effects. - Automatically detect and load all your images 1d6a3396d6
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In the last 2 years i've had the need to get information from network switches. I've searched the internet and it seems like people
have two options: - use some standard switch management program, like Cisco, HP, Juniper, Arista, Brocade - write a script to
handle the task on own. I've written such a script, FDBGet, but this software is a little bit like a Swiss army knife. It has a very
wide range of functions, but lacks a few things. One of my goals is to build the FDBGet utility in a way that it meets my
personal wishes: - easy installation, use and uninstallation - comes without installation files - easy to find on the web - simple to
use - most readable code FDBGet (like the name says) stores a database with MAC to IF table information. The MAC to IF
table looks like this: MAC, IF, DCLIF, ACLIF,... A MAC can be part of the table. The MAC to IF information is used to get
information from the switch. MAC is the nic identifier. IF is the switch interface. DCLIF, ACLIF is the switch configuration of
the interface, like port status, status, encapsulation. MAC-IFs are linked together by the "to" column. The "from" column shows
the interface the information came from, e.g. "P1" or "P2". MAC to IF tables can be cached to a text file. When this is done, the
text file is written to the switch boot disk. The switch has to be rebooted, so the cached file is then read from the boot disk. You
can use regular expressions in the search field. In this case the FDBGet engine first checks if there is a match of the regular
expression in the input. If there is a match it will look for the substring and if it finds it, it will return the MAC to IF table for
that substring. This can be used to get specific MACs that are in the same table, in the same row, but in a different column. If
there is no match, the FDBGet engine tries to match the string of the input. The database table is only searched by the string
length and first character of the string, if there is a match it will then look for the MAC and compare it to the string, it will
return a table with the matching information if it finds a match

What's New in the FDBGet?

Fdbget.exe is a utility to retrieve information from the forwarding database (FDB) of Cisco switches. It reads information from
the FDB of the switches by querying the IP-address of the switch and its FDB read-community. The database format is similar
to SNMP v1. Using Fdbget you can retrieve one or more entry's from the FDB by entering a MAC address or part of it or by
entering a MIB OID. The table results and search results are exported to separate files. Help, How to get MAC The Fdbget.exe
is a little utility to retrieve information from the forwarding database of switches. It reads information from the FDB of the
switches by querying the IP-address of the switch and its FDB read-community. The database format is similar to SNMP v1.
Using Fdbget you can retrieve one or more entry's from the FDB by entering a MAC address or part of it or by entering a MIB
OID. The table results and search results are exported to separate files. Fdbget.exe supports both Cisco and Juniper switches. To
determine the supported switches, enter a MIB OID or a MAC into the search field, press the Retrieve Table button and watch
the list of supported switches. The result of the query is added to a file. You may change the filename for the file by pressing
the Set File button. To remove an existing entry press the Clear button. To specify whether the user should be notified on
success or failure, press the Notify on error check box. The table can be displayed as long as it is not empty. You may clear the
table by pressing the Clear button. To set the display fields, press the Edit Field button and a dialog box will open. You can
choose the Display format of the table by pressing one of the radio buttons. Using Fdbget you can retrieve one or more entry's
from the FDB by entering a MAC address or part of it or by entering a MIB OID. Help, How to get the MAC The Fdbget.exe is
a little utility to retrieve information from the forwarding database of switches. It reads information from the FDB of the
switches by querying the IP-address of the switch and its FDB read-community. The database format is similar to SNMP v1.
Using Fdbget you can retrieve one or more entry's from the FDB by entering a MAC address or part of it or by entering a MIB
OID. The table results and search results are exported to separate files. Fdbget.exe supports both Cisco and Juniper switches. To
determine the supported switches
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 8.1 (x64), Windows 7 (x64), Windows Vista (x64), Windows XP (x64) Processor: Intel Core2 or
AMD Athlon64 x2 or later Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 25 GB available space Video Card: 512 MB DirectX 9 compatible,
WDDM 1.0 or 1.2 compliant Sound Card: DirectX Compatible, Minimum of 32-bit Sound driver version 9.10 or higher
Additional Notes: • Registration
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